Utilization of health care databases for pharmacoepidemiology.
Pharmacoepidemiology is the study of the utilization and effects of drugs in clinical and population settings, and the outcomes of drug therapy. The growing trend of recording computerized data that will increasingly be automated into health care delivery is making the use of large datasets more and more common in pharmacoepidemiologic research. Most retrospective databases offer large populations and longer observation periods with real-world practice and can answer a variety of research questions quickly and cost-effectively. Observational studies, specifically using large databases, can complement findings from randomized clinical trials (RCTs) by assessing treatment effectiveness in patients encountered in daily clinical practice, although they are more exposed to bias and certainly are lower on the hierarchy of evidence than RCTs. Furthermore, careful defining of the research question with appropriate design and application of advanced statistical techniques, e.g., propensity-score analysis or marginal structural models, can yield findings with validity and improve causal inference of treatment effects. Some existing guidelines for comparative effectiveness help decision makers to evaluate the quality of observational studies comparing the effectiveness of various medical products and services. Thus, the trend for utilization of databases for pharmacoepidemiology will continue to grow in coming years.